Network (WSN) needs research and investigation due to all the characteristics of these networks, such as limitations of power, computation capability and storage resources with the increasing security threats and attacks. All of the popular User Authentication (UA) schemes in WSN are provide only log in time authentication and for checking the authenticity of user no biometric (physical) property of user is applied. In this paper, we enlighten different new approaches that can be effectively used as a UA scheme in WSN. 
INTRODUCTION
A WSN is collection of a set of small sensor nodes/devices and one or more base stations which acts as gateways between Internet users and sensor nodes. Base station centralizes the data gathered by sensor nodes. Sensor nodes are scattered in cluster based topology and have limited communication capabilities with short coverage distance. An assorted set of applications for WSN encompassing different fields including agriculture, environment, medicine, military, motion tracking, machine malfunction, toys, forestry, vehicles and many others.
The influence of the Internet and IP technology has extended to enlighten the cellular area in high speed data transmission [1] - [5] . Data rates reach upto 2 Mbps or more for 3-G mobile communications, opening opportunities forextensive wireless multimedia services. Enabling packet data services off the RAN (Radio Access Network) in UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System in USA) and by passing the MSC is the beginning step for separating the circuit based world of 
Disadvantages:
• Their scheme allows local nodes act collaboratively to verify whether a user has the authorization to access the sensor network or not. Here, each node receiving this access request from a user, must compute a pair wise key, shared with this user and an encrypted nonce. This is very expensive operation for a small local node in WSN and its decreases the suitability for practical use.
• After that, there is history of advancement of user authentication technology in WSN. Several new user authentication schemes have been pointed.
Proposed System:
The entire packet switched mobile network authentication and improvements provide only one-way authentication i.e. only Servers in PDSN can check the authenticity of a user. The user can not check whether he is communicating with a correct server in PDSN or not. It is a vital gap where a potential adversary can spoof the servers in PDSN and get valuable user information. This motivates to construct an authentication scheme for packet switched mobile network that provides user and server authentication and the user gets access to the network resource only if <user,server>"s authenticity is passed correctly.
Advantages:
The authenticity of user can be checked by different entities as in following procedures: (i) Using log identifier with password for authentication of mobile subscriber.
(ii) Certified authority server checks the authenticity of subscriber (MS 6. The MS sends the SRES* to the BTS.
7. The BTS sends the SRES* to the MSC.
8. The MSC checks whether SRES = SRES* or not. If they are same, MS is authentic. This process authenticates the MS (Mobile Station) to the GSM or CDMA-One network. One known security limitation of 2-G networks is that the network is never authenticated by the MS (Mobile Station). This oneway authentication makes it possible for an attacker to pretend to be a network provider. As 2-G mobile authentication mechanism is only one way, therefore the user is not given the assurance that they have established a connection with an authentic serving network.
packet data service by Authorization. An AAA server is a server program that handles user requests for access to network resources. The AAA server typically interacts with network access and gateway servers and with databases and directories containing user information.
Conclusion:
3-G mobile network is completely described above with the present authentication scheme. It is seen that wireless communication is enhanced in packet switching technology, as a result high speed secured data as well as voice transmission-reception is possible. Our future work is to invent new efficient mutual authentication technique using entities like Password, Identifier, Certified Authority, Biometric Property etc. of the subscriber in both circuit switching and packet switching mobile communications.
